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The people of Fapua New Guinea have a long history of mak- 

ing and doing things which are compatible with their social and 

cultural framework. From this rick1 and diverse heritage have 
grown countless technologies, t,oth simple and complex. Although 
evolved under differing conditions of climate, sub-culture and 

region, these technologies share basic common features: they 
utilize local materials, exert minimal impact on the environment 
and reflect the basic nature of community life. Together they 
corm a tribute to the PNG people's cultural ingenuity and pro- 
;.ide the hacks for Eur:?her technological development and assimil- 

ation. 

Since the introduction of foreign technologies, traditional 

tools and techniques have diminished in importance often looked 
upon as too primitive to be of use in a modernizing society. 
Cash cropping for export and the lure of economic opportunity in 

the urban areas have resulted in a reduction of villagers who 
are available to carry on with community based technological 
inno>ration. Consequently, as the foreign influence has become 

more prevelant new indigenous technological development has 

slowed considerably. The older crafts people are less inclined 
to maintain practically based traditions. Present day students, 

especially those in technical fields, consider the old tools and 
techniques quaint but obsolete. Yet few are able to relate the 

new foreign technologies to basic village needs. 

The impact of these technological changes is notable. 
Within 4 generation malnutrition rates have soared, currently 
reaching 60% in some provinces. This has been directly related 

to changing agricultural techniques and diets. The complex and 

impressive ceremonial buildings at one time served as the central 
point for community decision making. Now, for lack of able 

bodied labour and traditional expertise, they are deteriorating 

in many cases beyond salvation. These are but a few examples 

of the numerous changes affecting the PNG people creating a 

growing sense of alienation from traditional and new technology. 



In order to create a greater awareness of the important 

continuing role that indigenous technology has in the society's 
development, the Appropriate Technology Development Institute 
in collaboration with several members of the University OC Tech- 
nology's staff and students has established this Traditional 
Technology Series. The Series is geared to record the technolo- 

gies which are in danger of being lost, establish a forum for 
addressing the issue of traditional technology preservation and 
transfer, and encourage the development of techniques which com- 

bine the old ways with new technology to meet people's basic 
needs whi3.e maintaining cultural integrity. With these ideas 

in mind ATDI is pleased to present the f!-rst of this Series, 

Traditional Bridges of Papua New Guinea by Jeff S - --- 'iegal. 

Paul R. Warpeha 
Director 
The Appropriate Technology Development Institute 
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----- -- 

Long before contact with Western society the people of what 

is now Papua Tew Guinea had indigenous technologies relating to 

their own environment, Of these technologies, one of the most 
impressive is that of bridge building. The terrain of the 
inland areas of Papua New Guinea is extremely rugged with deep 

gorges and rushing rovers. The traditional "civil engineers" 

spanned tI,ese rivers with footbridges up to 9dmetres long, 
showing a remarkable knowledge of structural principles and 
making the best possible use of the materials available. 

Today many of these traditionally constructed bridges have 
become obsolete with new motor vehicle roads and air strips. 
Others have been replaced by "modern" bridges which use the 
same structural principles but imported materials. However, in 

quite a few areas of the country, bridges are still constructed 

as they have been for centuries. Some of these areas are very 
remote haviilg little contact with the wester!Czed areas of the 

country. Others are not remote at all, but use traditional 
methods because of the unavailability or prchibitive cost of 
imported materials. 

This report is based on research done in the "Traditional 

Technology of Papua New Guinea" project, University of 
Technology research project number 175. The aim of the project 

is to rediscover and make a detailed permanent record of 
traditional or pre-contact technologies which still exist in 
Papua New Guinea. It is mainly concerned with examples of 
material culture such as bridges, traps, and tools. As many of 
these technciogies are dying out or being replaced by imported 
ones, it would be beneficial to have records so that now and in 
the future Papua New Guineans, especially students of technology, 

will have information about their own technological heritage. 

Also, this infnrmakion can be examined to see if traditional 
solutions to technological problems may still be appropriate, 

The information in this report is from research carried 
out from 1979 to 1981. In this time 21 traditionally 

constructed bridges in 8 provinces were inspected and photo- 

graphed. Detailed measurements were taken and where possible, 
people were interviewed to determine actual materials and 
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construction methods. Also, pilblished materials were examinec 
for historical references to traditional bridge building. 

The report begins with a general description of bri,:;;:-.: 

terms used, materials, styles, and construction methods. T!,en 

historical references to traditional bridges are given. Foilow- 

irig this are detailed descriptions and photographs oi individual 
bridges within three regions of the countrl;: the Highlands, 

the western border area, and the Elorobe Provrnco. Finally, 

there is a discussion on change and appropriateness. 



Traditional bridges ar-:: constructed with materials usually 

found in the bush. The main materiaLs are wood, bz~boo, bark, 

vines, cane, and scones. 

1.1.1 Wood (Tok PisIn : &wai! _--_ 

Rigid wooden posts cut from 2 var~ct;~ of trees are 
ur;ed t-or constructing approac!y.+.-a;, dtutments, anchorages, or 

pylons (see Appendix for definitions of bridge parts). 
They may be single thick pi::;tj pLan ted in the ground or a 

series of narrower ~01:: 5 iasi,ed tcgether (see Figures 

1, 2, 3, and 13). Fo: cantilever bridges, more flexible 

wooden poles are used to make up the main span of eith2 the 

wal!<waTr or handrails. Casuarina (Tok Pisin : yar) is 01 ..*n 

used (Fig. 4). For suspension bridges, cables making up the 

walkway often have transverse wocden slats. Others have 

planed wooden planks as the walkway (Fig. 5). 

Live trees along the river bank are always used if 

available for anchorages or abutments (see Fig. 6). Of .e:T. 

trees are planted so that they can be us;d in future bridge 
construction. 

1.1.2 Bamboo (mambo) ---- 

Bamboo is used mostly for short pole bridges in which 

several pieces are lashed together to form a girder spanning 
the stream. It is not commonly used in larger bridges except 

for stabiLization in pylon suspension bridges. 

d 
1.1.3 Bark of trees (skin diwai) -- 

"I 
The thin, flexible but strong bark of young trees is 

often used as rope for lashing components together or for 
suspenders. 

1.1.4 Vines _ (rap ciiwai) 

Many types of high climbing, woody vines (also called 

lianas), common to the tropical forests, are used for 
7 



bridge construction. They are almost aiways use3 for 
lashi-:g together various components (Fig. 7). In some 
instances t-hey tre also #Icad for spanr,inq cables 
and even to ms;c up the walkway of the bridge (Fi 

1.1.. Cane (kanda) __- ___. 

Cane or ratt; 3, mostly of tht, o .,us ca?amus, 

or susper,ders 
‘7. 5). 

IS ttic mos 

prizeo material r‘o: bridges because of its tensile Tcrength 
and it i: r - _L iy alJays used in some capacity if -z~'._iablc. 
It 7-s sometimes USCC! for las';in~ ("iq. ';!, but mc:: often 

for spanning GX suspended cables. In man', suspension bridges, 
with t!i,7 ex: -:>r.icr! or/ tne approaches 2 r c ' ~:3chora.~es, cane is 
us& "qr the entire structure (Fig. lc and 11). It is 

usua 1 LA' us td whole , but sometimes it ij: stripped for suspenders 

or lashing (Fig. 12) usually when it is in short supply. 

I..6 -- * s+c.tes - 

i ';," stones are used for counterweight in bridges 
using the cantilever principle (Fig. 13). Tney are also 
sometimes huh\< from holdback cables in o.rder to maintain 

tension and help stabilize the bridge (Fig. 1.4). 

Fig. 1 

Logd UA~d @z cm appmuch Ro n cant 
dtipctiion btidgc cwd, a.&ng IL&X% 
Lta5, @tL Xl~e aizc.hakage. (nm 
u/LJU~JlL’lO vam,e, D?wtia Rive,~, 
Nutilzehn Phavince.. 

Fig. 2 
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Fig. 5 

Ttcu u.5zd a5 ubuaherct5 (hlc?iI~.ir~c~~i, Hcryarw 6 i, En 5 te,t~ Higll,&&a) 
I p/t&~ bri A idalL Kiqi avrd NLLS da GC/.‘UWC I . 

Fig. 7 : ; ,4* 
Vines u,bed Burr. k&sCUng xtog e..tlzc,~ 
vtical and CzoGzont& membetrs 
(Kubib Bridge, Mwcli Riveh, 
Suuthe,w Highlands I . 
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Fig. 10 

Cune ~wpenhon 
kicige (Tem 
midge, llkuL& 
R.ivm, Matrobe 
Paovhzce 1 . 
I P,4itlmd: Geohge 
Kumo). 



SIIAJJQ~ZL~COM bhidge using &Ou$pe 
cuw do/r duspwdw~ and name 
kqqx.tt calbee. (Ncphih Eiidge, 
Lai Rive.4, EngalWc3~~n Highhi 



Fig.13 
?#!on 60~~ AIJA~Q.YLGO~ btidgc ttiti7 

5;taneA p&xi up a5 Xl7e courtiCY- 
lmigkt f(Oh 2% cactieveh llkl.lhtkl~ 
Ho.Ubach cab&h can a&o be JCCW 
(sul2llhlLnl Bh-lge, Lem,l RiVCZ, 
Mumbe Pmvincc) . P.ic.htied: 
Man Na..tQ.tro . 

Fig. 14 

S,tuwb iung @m ci lujldbacl: 
cab& $0 tnai~dai.r~ ~CLI~.A~C*I~ .tC 
Qab,i,$,ize Rile b.7 idgc (Suh~urln 
B&ye, Lb~,‘roll Ri\*c’i, ilc’~~rl\;’ 
Phovince) . 



1.2 Ty;sris of Pri --____---- 

i. 2.1 Girder (Fig. !S) -~ 

The simplest type of bridge is the girder type, a beam 

supported on both sides of a narrow river or stream. It ma>- 

be just a. thick log or two stretching across or a series of 
il for ‘ihl!-LT!CL^ poles lashed together. Some may have a handra 

balance. 

1.2.2 S1:spension (Fjg. i0) - -- _-- - 

'The most comrlon bridge type for spanning rivers of up 
to 70 metres wide are the suspension bridges, usually m=~rie 

out of cane. Actllally the technical name for this type of bridge 

is a sllspended or catwalk cable bridge. It is gcn-raliy a 

walkway suspended ~CLOSS the river from trees or constructed 
P-lchor~gef!. The fol!owing bridges described in Section 3 are 
thi.s type of suspension bridg,?: Kapolame, Nepirik, Olqobi,p, 
Iamdelmin, Athalmi.n, Ti+ura, Tewa, and Bakeri. 

1.2.3 g@lever (Fig. 17) 

If the bridge is not suspended over the river, it uses 

the cantilever principle in which a beaa projects out over 
the water supported at the ot.her end by an abutment, which 
acts as a fl'lcrum, and counterweighted by large stones or 

logs L Cantilever beams project from both banks and are 

extended by lashing on other wooden poles until they join 
over the middle usually forming an arch as in the Saimanda 
Bridge. (:;ecti.on 3.1.7, Figure 93) 

1.2.4 CoGinE,tions ___-_- 

Most often the cantilever and suspension principles are 
both u SF'3 : 

(1.) -___- csntiiever bridge with suspended walkway (Fig. 18): 
A scaffold is built on each bank acting as the abutment 
for a cantilever projection over the river. A cane or 

*., vine walkway is suspended from the ends of these 
14 



projections. The Kobrenmin Bridge is a good example. 

(Section 3.2.2, Figures 108 and 109) 

(2) suspended arch (Fig. 19): A cantilever arch bridge is 

given additional support by inclined support cables 
archored to nearby trees or constructed anchorages. 

Examples are the Kubib and Sau River Bridges. (Sections 

3.1.3 and 3.1.5, Figures 59 and 76) 

(3) suspension with cantilever walkway: There are two types: 

(a) 

(b) 

with constructed pylons (Fig. 20): This type 'looks 
most like Golden Gate variety. Pylons are 
constructed to support the spanning cable (usually 
because no trees are available). Holdback cables 
counterbalance the pulling of the spanning cables. 
The pylons also act as abutments for the cantilever 
walkway. Basically, tte walkwalT is supported near 
the banks by the cantilever principle and at the 
middle by suspension. See the Sukurum and Gumbum 
Bridges. (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, Figures 132 
and 143) 

with trees and constructed anchorages (Fig. 21): 
Anchorages are built to support spanning cables 
while abutments, either separate or part of the 
anchorage, support the cantilever part of the walk- 
way. Inclined support cables from nearby trees 
are used. See the Pulumita and Kopeme Bridges. 

!Sections 3.1.1. and 3.1.4, Figures 42 and 691 

Fig. 15 

Gtideh Bhidge. 
(pha;to by Geogd .Smtih) 
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Q3lStrUGtiOfl 
-____ -- 

l 1.3.1 Materials 

The first and most important, and often the most time- 

consuming, step in constructing bridges is the gathering of 

the materials. It takes an average of one week to get the 

proper materials prepared. Long trips into the bush may be 

required, especiaily to get cane in areas where it is rare. 

Trees and saplings of the proper diameter must be found and 

cut to size. The right type of vines must also be found and 

cut at the correct time as some must be left a few days to 
lose their brittleness while others must be used quickly before 

they become brittle. 

Thus, the bridge builders must have a thorough knowledge 

of the various construction materials. In many cases one 

or two older men are the experts and direct others in 
gathering ma-terials and construction. But the importance' of 

the materials is also reflected in language. For example, 

the Imbongu language, spoken in the Ialibu area of the 

Southern Highlands where many traditional bridges can be 

found, has commonly used names for at least 11 varieties of 
cane and vines. The English speaking layman would have 
difficulty distinguishing them and would certainly not have 
a word for each. Even botanists who were asked to identify 
samples of the vines could not do so without seeing the whole 
plant. 

Specimens of these vines and cane (from the Kapolame 
Bridge, Section 3.1.2) were brought back to the University 

of Technoloqy, identified by James B. Tende, and tested for 
tensile strength in the Civil Engineering Laboratory by 
John Kassman and Enok Poka. The results are given below. 
In the test, a machine is used to apply a pulling force on 
the specimen. The force is increased until the specimen 
breaks. The amount of force which causes the breakage is 
called the load of failure. It is measured in units called 
Newtons. (The results may not be completely reliable, however, 
because some of the specimens were old and strength decreases 

with age while others had defects.) 
16 



Tensile Test on Kapolame Bridge Materials 

name (Imbongu Diameter Description Load of 
language) Failure 

-- 
kelowa 18 mm cane used for spanning & 6000 N 

support cables 

kewaka 13 mm thick, straight woody 3900 N 
vine used for cables 

imi 18 mm twisting light brown 5060 N 
vine used for cables 

api 6mm vine used for suspenders 60.8 N 

topona slnln also used for reinforce- 188 N 
ment in baskets 

kolgolo 7mm straight vine with rough 245 N 
bark, brown colour in 
baskets 

glurembo 4mm outer white Fart of a vine 20.8 N 
(soft inner part removed), 

white colour in baskets 

ametoka 9mm vine made up of several 184 N 
strands 

ponapi 11 mm bark covered straight vine 5600 N 

upi 8mm curving, twisted vine with 106 14 
light brown bark 

. . ponini 7mm ) curving vine with U-shaped NA 
cross section 

- ' - 

The first seven listed are the preferred materials for 

bridge construction. The last four will be used only if 
the others are not available. 

1.3.2 Construction methods 

After materials are gathered and prepared, construction 
begins. It is usually a communal effort with from 5 to 50 
men taking part. Construction time varies from one day to 
one week, depending on the size of the bridge and the 
number of men. 

For a cantilever bridge, first the abutments are con- 
structed by planting vertical posts in the ground and then 

lashing transverse posts to them. The cantilever beam poles 
are then planted diagonally in the ground resting on the 
transverse posts and counter-weighted by large stones, logs 
or earth. This is done on both sides of the river. The men 
work from both sides extending the projecting ends towards 

17 



the centre of the river until they are joinad. In some cases 
th.e walkway is constructed first and the hanciraiis added 

later. In others handrails are the primary suppcr?ing members 

and a temporary walkway is used until the permanent one can 

be constructed. 

Sol- a suspension bridge, first the anchorages or pylons 
are constructed, if necessary. Then the fi.rst spanning 
cable must be ;aken across the river. This can be d.one by 
having a man swim across with it. Another method is to 
attach a thinner vine to a stick or ;innr and throw it 
across the river or to attach it to an anG shO0t it 
across. The spanning cable is then tied ; hi-n vine 

and pulled back across the river. Once the ; ,>k 

has beer, made, spanning cables are pulled bat t , 

strctchzd and then tied in place. 

7%~ sllpport cables for both types of bridge a)-e ./\ 

i.c) brar,:!lPs in the trees by men climbing up and then 

thy other end down to be attached to bridge's spanninrl 
lv~TbP1'1. . 
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Fig. 27 

Sunpw.&ion-cantikvcfi w&way cambintion, u&q fhtrebs and cowt,tucLcd 
aiwhotag ti and abumeti~ . 
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The first published reports mentioning traditional bridges 
came from various administrators, explorers and missionaries 
around the turn of the century. Authors were mostly 
impressed and often surprised by the scale and workmanship 

of the bridges they saw. Their descriptions are often 
quite condescending in their astonishment that the people 
they considered so "primitive" had the technology to create 
such sophisticated structures. But the descriptions are 
revealing in what they tell us about the traditional tec,lno- 
logy before contact with outsiders. 

a 

The earliest references to bridges come from wnat was 
known as Papua or British New Guinea. In the Annual Report 
for 4 September, 1888 to 30 June, 1889, the administrator, 
Sir William Macgregor describes a bridge encountered on an 
expedition up the Vanapa River (now Central Province) in 

October, 1888: 

USoon afterwards ,X !:uropean returned to re- 
port that the river was crossed by a fine suspen- 
sion bridge, about a quarter of a mile above our 
camp. I went at once to see and examine this 
structure, which is well worth a detailed descrip- 
tion, occurring in such a locality and built by 
such a primitive people as the inland natives are 
in this district. At the spot where the 'bridge 
stands the river is narrowed by a rocky point 

that encroaches on the left bank from a steep 
hill immediately adjoining; advantage has been 
taken of this in building. The bridge, which is 
thus only about 70 yards long, is chiefly supported 

by a large banyan tree, which grows on the rock 
on the left bank about 20 feet from the water's 
edge; it starts from this tree at an elevation 
of about 30 feet above "Lhe pool below, descends 
in mid-stream to about 12 or 15 feet from the 

water, and rises to about 20 feet on the right 
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dank, where it is suspended to a tree not suffi- 

cient1.y large or strong to receive tlhe whole of 

th:; end of the bridge, and is tnerefore supple- 
mented by a post put into the ground, and this 

again is strengthened by a cross-bar tc the live 

tree, and fixed by stays extending backwards to 

trees behind. The material employed is rattan 

cane. Of these, fifteen are used to form supports, 

belt as they have not all been long enough to 

cross the river, some of them have been joined 

by knotting. The floor of the bridge is formed 

of four of these canes, but as two appear to have 
been broken, the second pair have probably been 

laid down in effecting repairs. About 2 feet 6 

inches from the floor there are two rattans on 

each side, and about 2 feet 3 inches above these 
again are three rattans on the lower, and four 

on the upper side. They are not plaited or twisted 
but are kept in position by split cane worked 

from the floor to the middle and top rattans, 

iihich ser-res the double purpose of connecting the 

several strands, and would probably prevent one 

from falling into the river should one stumble 
in crossing. A transverse section of the bridge 

would. show it to be nearly V-shaped, but with 
the sides slightly rounded. The height of the 
U is about 5 feet, the width at the top about 
3 feet 6 inches, and the distance of the middle 
strands from each other about 2 feet. The top 
strands are kept apart by a cross-stick, the ends 

of which are tied to the top of each strand. 

Suitable platform approaches nave been built at 
the ends, and the whole structure is both strong 

and graceful. Five of our people crossed it at 
one time, and from all appearance it could have 

borne many more." (p. 38) 

An illustration of the same bridge is found in a book 

by J.P. Thomson, British New Guinea, published In 189d 
reproduced here in Fig. 23). 



Robert W. Williamson descril)es several bridges in two 

books about expeditions in mountainous areas of what are 
now the Central and Northern Provinces. In The Ways of ~-- 
the South Sea Savage published in 1914, the ?uthor includes 

a photograph (reproduced here in Fig. 24) with the caption: 
"A suspension bridge over the Angabunga River near Kuni 

village of Ido-Ido. Similar bridges are constructed by 

the Mafulu and, though very lightly made out of lawyer 

vine, they are quite strong and safe" (between pp 210 and 

211). He describes the bridge as follows: "One day we 
took a walk down the river and inspected the suspension 

bridge across it. The river was here 150 ft or more across 
and the bridge, which was made of canes and rattan, was a 

remarkable piece of native work. It had rattan hand rails 
on each side and appeared to be perfectly easy and safe 

t0 CrGSS" (p 183) e 

In an earlier book, The Mafalu: Mountain People of 
British New Guinea published in 1912, Williamson described 

the same bridge as follows: 

"I regret that I a51 unable to give a de- 

tailed description of lviafulu suspension bridges, 
but I think I am correct in saying that they are 

very similar to those of the Kuni people, one of 

whose bridges is described in the Annual Report 

for June, 1909, as being 150 feet long and 20 

feet above water at the lowest part, and as being 

made of lawyer vine i1 do not know whether this 

would be right for Mafulu), with flooring of 

pieces of stick supported on strips of bark, and 

as presenting a crazy appearance, which made the 

Governor's carriers afraid of crossing it, though 
it was in fact perfectly safe, and had very 

little movement, even in the middle." (pp 111-112) 

The author goes on to describe the bamboo bridge 

constructed by the Mafulu: 

"This is a highly arched bridge of bamboo 

stems. The people take two long stems, and splice 
them together at their narrower ends, the total 
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length of the spliced paI.r being considerably 

greater tha;. the width of the river to be bridged. 

T17cs.1 then p.acC t:ile spliced pair of bamboos across 

tliit river, with one end against a strong backing 

ar,,i support on one side of the river and the other 

SE\! at the other side, where it will extend for 

SlJliiC little clist.ance beyond the river bank. This 

fi;i tilti]: znd is tllen forcibly bent backward to the 

I, ;I j-1 k iJ\, a number of men working together, and is 

tizLr? fixed and backed. The bamboo stems then 

Eii L'n a higil arch over tli<: river. They then fix 

ai,,2t’nC?r pair of stems in the same way, close to 

2 : I parall~el with the first one; and the double 

dl L:h SG formed is connected all the way across with 

short pieces of wcod, tied firmly to the stems, so 

a:> tr3 ;1:1~clLgthen tile bridge and Eorm a footway, by 

WI~I ch it: can be crossed. They then generally add 

a hand rail on one side." (p 112) 

A plh~toyraph of such a bridge (reproduced here in Fig. 25) 

appears ir. Papua or British New Guinea by J.H.P. Murray, -- 
pub1i:;hc.d in 1912. Murray also describes a suspension bridge 
in the area; 

"The track to the lower Aikora from the Govern- 
ment station at Ioma, on Tamata Creek a few miles 
FI~~IJC its junction with the Mambare, passes over 
two native bridges of simple but ingenious con- 

struction. A line of twisted vines, cut from the 
neighbouring scrub, forms what in an ordinary 
bridge would be the flooring, while about 4 feet 
above this and a little to the side is another 

line of vines which serves as a handrail. nne 
line is attached to the other so as to prevent 

the two from swaying apart, and the whole is kept 

:;teady by yuys, also of vine, attached to either 

bank . The bridge thus presents something of the 

appearance of a ladder placed from bank to bank 
and laid aslant. These bridges are rather 
terrifying in appearance, and the progress of 
one who crosses for the first time is apt to be 

somewhat deliberate, the irresistible tel-,qtation 
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bei.:!:: +r! clutch tl:? top line 'in': ';:I ,I 5: LC w!~Ic::~ 
L-5 <,,lQ slowly !r(-,l ,=-.'"'q. r,- ;rnnr !;~l.;iiTf<,?; * - ;: : i v. 
bo~t>m line is strong there is little danger, an?1 
SOW of the older harlds merely rest their hand on 
the upper line and trip aiong with a nonchalance 
WI-ii cn , personally, I have never been able to 
attain." (p 32-3) 

2 ew Guinea 

While the British explorations were going on in P&;-~ufi, 
similar explorations were taking place over the mountains 
in German New Guinea. One of the earliest was made by 
Leonhard Schultze in the Upper Sepik area for the purpose 
of estabiishing tine border between German and Dutch 
New Guinea. In his report Forschungen im Intern der Insel -- 
Neuyuinea published in 1914, he describes a 90 metre 

suspension suspension bridge over the Sepik as well as 
other bridges in what is now the Yapsei subdistrict. This 
bridge is shown in a photograph and drawings reproduced 
here in Figures 26, 27 and 28. Schultze describes the 
bridge as follows: 

"The river, occasionally navigable by Papuan 
dug-out canoes up to around the 47th settlement 
though otherwise almost completely empty of human 
traffic, is up here the biggest obstacle to com- 
munication. He were amazed to see the masterly 

way in which the natives have surmounted this 
obstacle through their primitive construction. 
400 metres downstream from the confluence of the 
Briicken River we saw the first bridge and near 
t'ne wide bank about 1 km doT$nstream and and 2% 
km upstream from it, we saw two more stretched 
across the river in an equally elegant curve with 
a span of about 40 metres. 

The bridges represent basically suspension 
types. Two strong suspension cables support the 
floor of the bridge from above, connected to it 
by suspenders. The bridge is supported on each 
bank by an anchorage. 
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The anchorage consists of supporting posts 
driven firmly into the ground in V- or X-shaped 
arrangements. Tied to them on either side are a 
suspension cable above and the floor of the bridge 
below. The supporting posts are connected by 
struts placed straight across and diagonally. 
These supporting posts continue without a break 
into the row of suspenders. Two well-rooted trees 
stand pillar-like at the sides. A crossbar 
presses the base of the floor of the bridge down 
to the ground and down to its abutment. A tree 
below the bank acts as a support butressing the 
floor by leaning diagonally forward from below. 

The anchorage acts as a support in two senses: 
firstly in that it transfers the weight of the live 
load as long as it is near the anchorage, for the 
floor of the bridge directly to the lower parts of 
the supporting posts and from there to the ground. 
As soon as the load reaches the freefloating parts 
of the bridge beyond the anchorage, tensile forces 
become mobile which have an effect on the suspension 
cables, and through them are transferred to the 
upper ties of the anchorage. 

The freefloating parts of the bridge consist 
of strong rattan which is stretched across in 
multiple parallel cables for the formation of the 
floor of the bridge" (p.69). 

In Ivan Champion's expedition to the same area 20 years 
later, remains of the bridge described by Schultze were 
found. And in December, 1980, we inspected a similar 
bridge at what may‘be the same site (see the Atbalmin 
Bridge in Section 3.2, Figure 126). 

In what is now the Morobe Province, R. Neuhaus des- 
cribed bridges over the Bulesom (now called Mongi) River 
and over the Waria River in his book Deutsch - Neu Guinea 
published in 1911: 

"I saw my first real suspension bridge on the 
inland journey to the Hup area when we came to the 
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mighty, roaring Bulesom. A large boulder in the 

middle of the river provided support for the 

lianas which were stretched from bank to bank and 
decked with roung logs 3 to 5 inches in diameter. 

Thers was even ? really serviceable handrail 

provided. (photograph reproduced here in Fig. 29) 

The bridge depicted (reproduced here in Fig. 30) 
made of bamboo canes, which was also on the 

Bulesom River, had been washed away in a heavy 

downpour shortly before our arrival. However, 

the blacks had rebuilt the bridge in the shortest 
possible time. On the other side of the large 
midstream boulder is another identical bridge. 

These tvj.3 bridges are child's play in com- 

palison with the big rattan suspension bridges 

which span the 60 to 80 metres wide bed of-the 

raging Waria River in a single span (photo repro- 

duced here in Fig. 31). Figure 32 depicts the 

left bank anchorage of this bridge. Rattan ropes 

as thick as your arm are wound around thick well- 
rooted trees and ropes extend from the middle of 

the bridge to the tops of trees (not visible 
against the white sky in the photograph). Ropes 

had even been stretched horizontally to limit the 
sideways sway of the bridge. In Figure 32 YOU 
can see the skilful ramp-approach of the bridge. 

The actual floor of the bridge consists of a 
fourfold rattan rope, on which you have to 

balance, and a handrail of two to three rattan 

r-apes to the right and left" (p 245). 

Similar bridges can still be found today across the Waria. 

See description of the Tiaura, Tewa and Bakeri bridges in 

Section 3.3. 

Some old unpublished photographs of bridges in the 

Norobe Province have been provi.ded by Rev. Karl Holzknecht. 

They were taken in the 1920's after Australia had taken 
over from the Germans (see Figures 33, 34, and 35). 
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II. much later photograph of a suspension bridge comes 

from the German anthropologist H. Fischer in Watut, pub- 

lished in 1963 (Fig. 36). 

2.3 Border and Highlands Areas 

A description of suspensjon bridges in what is now the 

western part of Papua New Guinea near the Irian Jaya border 

is given by Ivan F. Ctlampion in his book Across New Guinea - 
from the Fly to the Sepik, published in 1932 (see Figures 
37 and 38): 

"A single length of lawyer cane, an inch in 
diameter, formed the footway of the bridge. It 

was securely tied at each end to strong trees; a 

scaffolding of thick saplings lashed together 

formed supports for the two handrails, one on each 
side about 4 feet above the footway. They were 

braced by cross-pieces of wood. Running down from 
the handrails to the footway were small ropes of 

rattan forming an enclosed network. This is the 
general outline of a New Guinean suspension 

bridge" (pp 220-l). 

The Highlands wasthe last area of the country to be 

opened up by explorers. One of the references to bridges 

is found in The Land that Time Forgot by Michael J. Leahy 

and Maurice Crain (see Fig. 39): 

"We crossed the Gauil by the best native 

bridge I have ever seen, a combination of the 

cantilever and suspension types of construction. 
The two end sections were anchored securely to 

the banks and the centre section was suspended 

by vines to pylons on either side. It was as 

effective a use as couid have been made of the 

materials at hand" (pp 221-2). 

Similar bridges can still be found today in the Southern and 

Western Highlands (see the Kopeme Bridge, Part 3.i.4, 

Figure 69). 
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Another author, Alfred A. Vogel, gives his impressions 

of bridge construction over the Jimi River, in the Western 

IIighlands (see Fig. 40): 

"The suspension bridge was very interesting 

and also very similar to the suspension bridge of 
many other savage peoples. Apart from the actual 
"carriage-way," which was composed of branches 
about eighteen inches long placed close together, 
the whole construction consisted entirely of 

lianas and sticks of bamboo, ingeniously plaited 
together, and had the abutments several yards 

high+: up, each in a giant tree which was reached 
by a plaited rope ladder. The lianas which 

supportcc! tile whole construction were fastened 

higIl up in the tops of the trees. When the Pygmies, 
who cannot swim, wish to build such a bridge, 

their first task is to get a man with a liana over 

to the other side. This is how they do it. 

A liana of sufficient length is fastened to 

a branch that juts out over the water from a tall 

tree at a place where there is a similarly tall 
tree on the other side. The lower branches are 

then cut off SO that the liana, to the end of 

which a man is fastened, can swing freely and 
straight out over the water. The living pendulum 

is then set in -motion and swung until the man is 

risincr so high as to be able to get hold of a 

branch in the opposite tree with either his hands 

or a hooked stick. That achieved, the initial 

link is made and the actual. bridge-building can 

begin. The finished bridge will creAk and sway 

most horribly, but being so elastic it will support 

even people with heavy burdens following closely 

one behind !-he other. All the same, you scarcely 

feel heroic when you first embark upon such a 

bridge." (p.89) 
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In this section 17 of the bridges inspected as part of the 
traditional technology research project are described by giving 
data in outline form and photographs. The bridges are divided 
into three main geographical areas: Highlands, Western and West 
Sepik Provinces (near the Irian Jaya border), and Morobe Province. 

3 .l Highlands 

Although the Highlands is one of the last major areas 
of the country to be contacted by the outside world, it is 
an area where traditionally constructed bridges are rapidly 
disappearing. This is mainly because of the Highlands 
Highway and a multitude of feeder roads which have been 
constructed throughout the area. Even where motor vehicle 
roads have not been built there is relatively easy access 
to imported materials such as wire cable. (See Section 4.) 
However, many fine examples of traditional bridges are 
still in existence, some in remote areas but others quite 
close to highways. 

3.1.1 

Name: 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

Materials: 

Pulumita Bridge (Figures 42 - 52) 

Iaro 

Ialibu District, Southern Highlands Province: 4 hour 
walk from Muli. 

cantilever - suspension combination with constructed 
anchorages 

wood (for anchorages, abutments, and walkway), vines 
and bark (for lashing components together), cane (for 
cables), and stones. (for counterweights). 
Names of types of wood used in Kewa language: pai, 
mo, gili (a really strong wood) and muni (special 
timber for deck). 



Dimensions: 
total length: 27.5 m 
clear span: 21.7 m 
midspan height above water: 3.7 m 
width of walkway: -70 m 
distance between handrails: .80 m 
handrail to walkway: 1.0 m 

Construction details: 
constructed by: people of Kada and Pulumita village 

number of men: two men doing most of the walkinlay con- 
struction, others helping with cables. 

construction time: 3-4 weeks to gather materials 
1 day to construct 

method: 1) Anchorages and abutments are con- 
structed on both sides. 

2) Walkway construction is started on 

3 1 

abutments. 
Spanning cables are tied on one side 
of the river and a man swims across 
the river carrying the other ends 
to be tied on the other side. 

4) Two men, one on each side, work 
on extending the walkway and at 
the same time supporting it 
with suspenders from the 
spanning cable. 

5) Last, the suspended cables from 
the trees are attached. 

lifespan: one year (broken parts replaced) 

Date of inspection: 5 April, 1980 

Additional Information: A wire cable was installed in 
December 1979 

3.1.2 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Kapolame Bridge (Figures 53 - 58) 

Kaugel 

Ialibu Districi, Souiiiesn Higfilai,ds Proviiice ; 
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Type: 

Materials: 

2 km down Tea Plantation Road which turns off the 
Highlands Highway south of the Kaugel River 
highway bridge, then 40 minutes walk 

suspension (with constructed anchorages) 

wood (for anchorages and walkway), cane and vines 
(for cables and suspenders). See Section 1.4.1 
for description of types of cane and vines in 
the Imbongu language. 
Names of wood: miloko (for walkway and cross 
beams) and karili and kaungo 

Dimensions: 
total length: 
clean span: 
midspan height above water: 
width of walkway: 
distance between handrails: 
handrail to walkway: 
height of south anchorage: 
diameter of posts: 

36.4 m 
32.0 m 

2.4 m 
.20 m 
.56 m 

1.04 m 
3.32 m 

.12 m 

constructed by: 

Lifespan: 

Date of Inspection: 

Additional Information:' 

people of Kapolame and Kumunge village 

6 months 

8 April, 1980 

now reinforced with wire 

3.1.3 

Name: 

River: 

Kubib Bridge (Figures 59-68) 

Mendi 

Location: Mendi District, Southern Highlands Province; just 
below Mendi-Bela road, 12 km from Mendi town, on 
the track from Was to Segip. 

Type: suspended cantilever arch; two spanning arches 
make up the handrails, given additional support by 
cables suspended from trees and an anchorage, 
walkway suspended from handrails 

Materials: wood (in Mendi language, wol for the handrails, 
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nap which is casuarina for the walkway); vines 

(topen omap.) and for suspended cables: bark of 

tree (won) for tying components together and 
suspenders: also large stones for counterweights 

IIirwnsions : 
kotal length: 20.9 m 

clear span: 19.1 m 
midspan height above water: 4.65 m 

width of walkway: -20 m 

distance between handrails: .80 m 

handrail to walkway: 1.0 m 
diameter of handrails: .15 m 

Construction details: 
constructed by: 

date: 

time: 

lifespan: 

methods: 

Date of Insqection: 

people of the Surup clan of Was village 
with some help from people of Segip village 

October, 1979 

4 days to get materials, 2 days construction 

2-3 years 

11 

2) 

3) 
4) 

.6 

7) 

8) 

Abutments are constructed. 
Cables are suspended from trees. 
Handrails are put in place. 
Large flat stones are used a counter- 
weights for the handrails* 
The suspended cables are attached to 
the handrails. 
Suspenders are attached to the handrails 
for the walkway. A temporary walkway is 

made to allow this construction to take 
..-I ?c)cI y&-.-r-. 
The permanent walkway, a piece of planed 
casuarina timber, is put into place. 
Additional suspension cables are tied 
on and vertical posts are planted on 
both sides of the abutments to keep the 
handrails from moving apart. 

7 April, 1980 



Name: 

River: 

Location: 

Kopeme Bridge (Figures 69 - 75) 

Kaugel 

Tambul District, Kerepia subdistrict, Western 
Highlands Province, Jr hour drive south of Tambul 
on the Tambul-Ialibu road, 4 hour walk from the 
road 

- 

Type: 

Materials: 

cantilever - suspension combination 

timber, vines, one strand of green cane (brought up 
from Morobe Province by truck) 

Dimensions: 
total length: 21.5 m 
clear span: 19.0 m 
midspan height about water: 4.6 m 
width of walkway: .14 m 
distance between handrails: 1.0 m 
handrail to walkway 1.4 m 

Construction details: 
constructed by: people of Kopeme village 

number of men: 20 to 50 

time: one month to slowly gather materials, 
2 days to build 

lifespan: Some parts last only a month and 
must be replaced (e.g. some vines) 
Others last for-more than a gene- 
ration (e.g. the large vertioal 
posts of the abutment). 

Date of inspection: 9 April, 1980 

Additional Information: This bridge site is a good example 
of one which has been used for 
generations. No one in the village 
could remember a time when there was 
not a bridge there. 
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Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

Materials: 

Sau River Bridge (Figures 76 - 82) 

Sau 

just below Kompiam station, Enga Province, 
on the path to Pakaliyam School 

suspended cantilever arch 

wood (type used is called lokaiya in 
Enga language), and cane (kiowa) purchased 
from Maitumanda 

Dimensions: 

total length: 24.7 m 

clear span: 22.6 m 
midspan height above water: 7.8 m 
distance between handrails: .9 m 

rJoiizt::ucLion details: 

constructed by: 

date: 

number of men 

time: 

lifespan: 

methods: 

Date of inspection: 

3.1.6 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

people of Yawang and Malipin villages 

August, 1980 

50 

one day to prepare materials, 2 days to 
build 

3 months 

The cantilever arch structure is built 
first. After it has been completed the 
suspended cables are added for additional 
support. 

1 October, 1980 

Nepirik, Bridge (Figures 83 - 91) 

Lai 

Kompiam District, Enga Province, 2 hour 
drive on terrible road to Mamanda, 55 
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Type: 

Materials: 

i>ist?!~siolls : 

minute walk down to bridge on track from 

Baiyer River to Kompiam (the Lai River 
is the border between Western Highlands 
and Enga) 

suspension 

wood (landam) and cane (kiowa) 

total length: 42.5 m 
clear span: 41.8 m 
midspan height above water: 9.3 m 
maximum height above water: 10.1 m 
distance between handrails: 1.2 m 

Construction dekails: 

constructed by: 
number of men: 

date: 
time: 

lifespan: 
other information: 

Date of inspection: 

3.1.7 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

Lagakin line of Mamanda village 
7 (names: Ariap, Hia, Koi, Tokowa, Pama, 
Allan, and Win) 
September, 1980 
2 weeks to collect materials, e.g. the 
cane from Legemas near the Sau River); 
1 week to build (camping out at the site) 
3 months 
To get the cane across the river for the 
spanning cables, a thin vine is tied to a 
stick and thrown across to a man on the 
opposite side. This vine is then attached 
to the cane which is pulled across. 

2 October, 1980 

Saimanda Bridge (Figures 92 - 100) 

Lagaip 

Lagaip District, Enga Province; 10 km from 
Laiagam station on the Pogera road, just 
off the road 

cantilever arch 
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ly casuarina), vines, and stones Materials: wood (most 

Dimensions: 

total length: 

clear span: 
midspan height above water: 
width of walkway: 
distance between handrails: 
diameter of handrails: 

25.0 m 
22.3 m 

3.0 m 

.6 m 
1.1 m 

.15 - -18 m 

Construction details: 

constructed by: people of Saimanda village 

number of men: 10, five on each side 

time: 3 days 

lifespan: 4-6 years unless washed away by floods 

Date of inspection: 7 April, 1979 

WESTERN 

SUIJTHHW HIGHLANDS, WESTERN HIGHLANDS AND E 

pFIoVlNCES 

1 Pulumita Bridge 5 Sau Bridge River 
'2 Kapolame Bridge 6 Nepirik Bridge 

3 Kubib Bridge 7 Saimanda Bridge 
4 Kopeme Bridge 

Fig. 47 
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Fig. 44 
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Fig. 46 

Abu;bnent pti6am (dcctail), Pu5unti Bnidge. 
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Fig. 48 
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Fig. 53 

KaPhe Bridge (&am the dot&h bank ad the Kaugd R~.IUL] . 
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Fig. 54 
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Fig . 58 
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Figs 60 
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Fig. 62 
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Fig. 63 
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Fig. 67 
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cc~iti.i~ucu5 m]JekLdehRJ , 
going udetr Xhe waltzway. 

Fig. 68 

Covmttutied arzcho/zage ox the 
emt bank, Kubib Btidge. 
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&~)JCJtlC I‘ 

FCO J. ?! 

Sou;tl~ ab&ncr& an,-/ nwnlrrlknrn 
Zhc cakticvm wa 
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vieit’ 6qL’lti tllc SlYltlr fml:, 
~c)~cmc Ktidg c . 

Kopeme man and the notih 
ctburtmertt 
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Fig. 75 

OW ahoming vine Lccnltir13 CJ~ vehtid tnembem 06 the abticn& 
Kopcme Ekidgc. 
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Fig. 76 

Sau Uiv#t lkidg CL. 

Fig. 77 

Sau Rive/~ Btidgc. Note 
cane bunpended cab.& 
nuppoting the. mLdd.& 06 
the btidge. 
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SCTU R&CA ?hidgc, tilt+/ ihittiing 
-7%~ U-Ahaped Xmnbvehhe ilu)~poti 
made @!tib& glreen oupCi.ng~ . 

Fig. 79 

bhing uning &hipped cane, 
Sau Rivet Snidg e . 
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Fig. 65 

Nqxizih Stidg e , 
nhoting how Rhc 
uWz.way nagA uLth 
xhe we.igh.t 06 the 
ubm. 



Fig. 63 

NqLti!: Btii.dg c , 
&torn the l~c?nt bank 
vi ale Lai Rivet. 

Fig. 65 

Ncq-ihih Stidg e, 
6houing how the 
Waehuay ,5agd with 
the weigh/t 06 zthc 
,..“L 



Lclnking on anchotrage, Nephih 
Btidg e.. 

Fig. b6 

Nepehik Btidge, eaM 
anchomg e, ubing 
hm 604 addition& 
b uppoti . 
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EanX andwhage and 
appoach, NepXk &idge. 

. . . . 

Fig. b9 

&gginning 06 wdekway, WeAt 
side, N&p&k Bhidge. 
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Fig. 94 

Samanda 23tidg e, mAucay and iurz~~ 
nuppmkd by Xix abm’mxt, OaAlzcd Aogeathm 
w-i&z uir1c.s. NIX& v&e guq to tlte lt.igti BOIL 
ctdd.itioimC ,.tib Ltimtio M. 
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Fig . 95 

CLcrbe-u;z 0 4 ill e lwi’hc’aq ) 5lfc~lcitlg 
vitz 1a~lLit~~ nrtd ,Auatwttde/%s, 

Fig. 96 

.%-utl~ abtinctti, ScGmrtda Btidge. 

Saintatzda Rtildgc. ’ 
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Fig. 97 

soLL;th abtinelzt hwn @am Zha 
oppoktc bank, Sairnanda Snidg e.. 
Agah no& guy. 



Fig, 98 

Vetid, !mdmil Eabhcd ,tu the 
abu2mtz-t wLtlr vitwn , SaOnmda 
Btidg Q . 

/ Fig. 99 

Luke. Niap md hlmk Kacqo 011 Ahc 
Saimanda Shidg c. 



Fig. 100 

The a.&hof~ otz tic Scknanda 
Bhidg e . 

stern and epik Provinces(See the map in Figure 

The remote, rugged and sparsely populated mountainous areas 

of the Western and West Sepik Provinces are the areas of the 
country least affected by outside influences. Government 

stations such as Olsobip were established only in the 1950's. 

The bridge over the Sepik, photographed from an airplane (Figure 

102) about halfway between Telefomin and the Irian Jaya border, 

would be about four or five days walk to the nearest government 
station or airstrip. 

3.2.1 

Name: 0 lsobip Bridge (Figures 103 - 107) 

River: 

Location: 

Fly 

20 minute walk below Olsobip station, 

Western Province 

Type : 

Eaterials: 

suspension 

wood and cane, names given here in 
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Faiwol language: 
tanong -- large cane for cables 
der -- smaller cane for lashing 
kirap -- wood used from cross beams 

in anchorage 
wa.p -- vertical wooden posts of 

anchorages and approaches 
trum -- slats of the approach 
abal -- inclined logs of the 

approach ramp 
kave'et -- wood used for handrails 

of approaches 

Dimensions: 

total length: 
clear span: 
midspan height above water: 
distance between handrails: 
handrail to walkway: 
average diameter of cane: 

48.2 m 

38.3 m 
3.9 m 

.8 m 
1.0 m 

.03 m 

Construction details: 

constructed by: 
number of men: 

construction time: 

date: 
lifespan: 

other infonnatiC,n: 

Date of inspection: 

Additional information: 

people of Loubip and Kongabip villages 
30 - 40, divided into groups, some to 
get cane, some to prepare the wood, etc, 
3 days to get materials, 2-3 days to 
build 
September, 1979 
5-6 months before some cane has to be 

replaced 
Informants stressed the importance of 
cooking food, especially taro, in an 
earth oven (Tok Pisin: mumu) during 
Construction. 

12 December, 1980 

The people of this area of country are 
unique in having specific words for 
various components of the bridges, thus 
testifying to the importanCe of 
bridges in their culture. Here are the 
components in the Faiwol language: 



-- fargeqal suspended cables 
IIIU -- suspenders - 

-- teqam handrails (spanning cables) 
yanam -- walkway 

gubap -- crossbeams of anchorages -- 
din -- handrails of approach 

3.2.2 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Kobrenmin Rridge (Figures 108 - 117) 

Sepik 

Telefomin District, West Sepik Province; 
1% hour walk from Telefomin station 

Type: 

Materials: 

cantilever with suspended walkway 

wood and vines: names given below in Telefol 

language: 

at - 
kalman 
yegim 
tapet - 
imo 

-- wood in general 

-- types of wood used for abutment 
construction 

sok -- vines in general 
tawayarn -- thin vine 
balkul -- thick and rough vine -.- 
ilin -- flat, dark brown vine 
ifa -- thick vines used for cab 

Dimensions: 

total length: 39.3 m 

clear span: 23.6 m 

length of suspended walkway: 20.8 m 

midspan height above water: 2.7 m 

maximum height of walkway: 4.7 m 

width of walkway: .6 m 

distance between handrails: 1.0 m 
handrail to walkway: 1.1 m 

average width of abutments: 1.4 m 

maximum load: 2 men 
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Construction details: 

constructed by: 
date of construction: 

people of Kobrenmin village 
September, 1980 

time: 

number of men: 

lifespan: 
cooking: 

Date of inspection: 

Additional Information: 

3.2.3 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Type : 

Materials: 

Dimensions: 

total length: 
clear span: 

1 week to gather materials, one day 
to build 
50, some on each side (men either swim 
across or use other bridges up and 
down stream) 
6 months 
mumu prepared during construction with 
taro, marita, or pig 

7 December, 1980 

Names of bridge components in Telefol 
language: 

saksuk -- suspended cables 

-- sigirem handrails (spanning Cables) 

mu -- suspenders - 
yanam -- walkway 
dabomam -- approach/abutment 

Urapmin Bridge (Figures 118 - 121) 

Sepik 

Telefomin District, West Sepik Province; 
3 hours walk from Telefomin station, 
between Atemkiakmin and Urapmin villages 

cantilever with rough truss construction 

wooden poles and vines 

14.6 m 
7.4 m 

midspan height above water: 7.4 m 
average width of walkway: .6 m 
distance between handrails: 1.1 m 
handrail to walkway: 1.5 m 
average height of abutment: 3.1 m 

Date.of inspection: 8 December, 1980 
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3.2.4 

Name: 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

Materials: 

Iamdelmin Bridge (Figures 122 - 124) 

Al 

Atbalmin area of West Sepik Province, 
10 hours hard walk from Tumolbil air- 
strip, 12 hours walk from Yapsei 
station 

suspension 

wood and cane 

Dimensions: 

total length: 21.2 m 

clear span: 14.4 m 
midspan height above water: 3.5 m 

width of walkway: .15 m 
distance between handrails: .75 m 

handrail to walkway: 1.5 m 

Construction: 

constructed by: 

date of construction: 
time: 
number of men: 

lifespan: 

oate of inspection: 

Additional information: 

people of Iamdelmin villages (there are 
two, one on either side of the bridge) 
December, 1979 
one day after getting materials 
8, 6 to do the actual construction, 2 
to prepare the mumu of marita (IrJng red 
fruit of the pandanus) 
one year (this bridge was beginning to 
deteriorate) 

11 December, 1980 

The bridge included two sticks placed 
transverseiy between the handrails to 
keep them apart. Those crossing the 
bridge have to duck under these cross- 
sticks. 
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3.2.5 

Name: 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

Materials: 

Atbalmin Bridge (Figures 125 - 13D) 

Sepik 

Yapsei Subdistrict, West Sepik Province; 
2% hours walk from Yapsei station 

suspension 

Wood, cane 

Dimensions : I 
total length: 75.4 m 
lerrgt!-1 of suspended section: 66.5 m 

midspan height above water: 3.9 m 

width of walkway: .lO m 
distance between handrails: .70 - .35 m 

handrail to walkway: 1.2 - 1.7 m 

height of north approach: 10.4 m 

Date of construction: December, 1979 

Date of inspection: 13 December, 1980 

Additional information: 1) Compare this bridge to the one des- 
cribed by Schultze (Section2, Figure 
261 

2) The Atbalmin people traditionally built 
bridges in this area to cross the river 
to attack their enemies, the Mianmin, 
who live on the other side. After the 
attack, they would retreat, cutting 
down the bridge behind them. 

3) Remains of an uncompleted "modern" 
bridge can be seen at the same spot. 
Steel spanning cables and anchorages 
still exist above the present bridge 
(See Fig. 125). Hanging from the 
cables are fragments of a rotted 
wooden walkway. Information about the 
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origin of this imported bridge was not 
available. 

4) The present traditionally constructed 
bridge was in very bad repair. The 
cane was old and brittle and many of 
the suspenders were broken (See fig. 127). 

5) In April, 1980 a carrier on a census 
patrol lost his footing while crossing 
the bridge. Because the suspenders were 
too weak to hold him, he fell through and 
down into the water. The rope of the 
large tent he was carrying got tangled 
around his neck and he drowned. 

Map 06 .$& Wu&,tn and Wax S~?pik Pxovincti clItoWing btidge bih3. 

SEPIK 

WESTERN AND WEST SEPIK PROViNCES 
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1 Olsobip Bridge 
! Kobreiimin Bridge 
3 Urapmin Bridge 
k Iamdelmin Bridge 
5 Atbalmin Bridge 

Fig. 102 

Remote. nunpen.Con btidge ova -the 
Sepik Riven, 4-5 daqn ~l?aek @am 
tCzc ncahant aihhwp. 



Fig. 104 

Wmbip Btidge ovc;'l tilt Fcq tii'c". 
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Fig. 105 

I)Liob.ip hidg c. 

Fig. 106 

O.hobip Bnidge, cane. tml!b- 
way, dunpendm, and hand- 
)rti. 
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Fig. 107 

Some 06 Xlw b.Gdge bru’Rdc/z~: Bauwr7ic. % (if 
Michad Rcune~~~ (L)TC), Wmip, ard P~&,J 

.j. j!.‘) 

Fig. 108 

Kobmnmin Btidge l!oo&ng notih mxm6 de Sepik Rivch. 
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.I 

YOBRENMIN BRIDGE 



Fig. 712 

VW, bhowing vine 
larking, Kobmnmin Btidge. ‘~ 1 
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Fig. 113 

Noti abu&ncnt sca~@dir~g, Kob4c!rtrn.i~ EL~idge. 

Fig. 114 

No4~th A butmwt ad ap~.mach , 
Kombtrenmin Ehidge. 
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Fig. 116 

Wakkay stipended &om cawX&ve,t 
6e.Ction, Kvb~wntin Ridge. 

Fig. 117 

Vti;caie, roalhway aut ,Sw/>clti~T~ made. 
05 ViJle.h, Kub~evvnln Btidge. 
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Fig. 71ti 

Utraptin B, 
the Upput 

Fig. 719 

Lh.ursmirr B 

ridge, 
Sepik 

tidge. 

ovc.4 a nahhw pa’Lt ($6 
RiVUL. 
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7cwldc.bnill 6ridgc, ,‘l’i’: i;!r .I( Rit,L’:. 
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F.ig. 123 

Allcllom~e Cllld crpptlmll, 
riamdeen~:l 

Fia. 124 
2 

WaJ%ucaq and ilOip~?ed CCUIC 
bU5/JkWCiChS, ~amdctmirz 
i%idg e . 
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Fig, 127 

Actba.5ni.n Bridge bhouling the. units 
ban avtd khe pooh nXaXs o 6 wqmh 05 
the btige uith many bttoken nunput- 

Fig. 126 

A.tb&iin G?~ictpc @mn bckw. 

Fig. 129 

A;tbtin Bnidgc being c/todaed. 
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Fig. 130 

Akbdmir~ G?tidg c' . Nc1.t t11 

F.ig. 137 

Atbalm,& Bnidge bhoting no.tih 
anchomg e , 



n Figure 131) 

Morobe Province is one of the most diverse regions of 
qapua New Guinea with over one hundred language groups and 
terrain ranging from sandy beaches to misty mountains, kunai 
grass to alpine grass. There are also diverse styles of 
traditional bridge construction. 

Besides the styles seen in other provinces, there is 

the classical suspension bridge with constructed pylons 

using the same basic design and structural'principles 

as Western suspension bridges. 

Also, there are the amazing cane bridges of the Waria 

River. Cane is plentiful in this area and it is used 

anything by sparingly to construct sturdy suspended 

bridges in which the cane cables a e pu led so tight that ,r --lY 
there is almost no sag or sway. These bridges are perhaps 

l - 

.the best constructed and best maintaine'd of the those 

inspected for this research project. 

Gumbum Bridge (Figures 132 - I.421 

Busu 

Location: Boana District, Morobe Province, 5 hours 
walk from Boana station 

suspension with constructed pylons and 
cantilever walkway 

Materials: wood, bamboo, vines, cane and stones 

Dimensions: 

total length: 25.4 m 

clear span: 19.8 m 
midspan height above water: 2.2 m 

height of pylons: 47 m 
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width of pylons: 
handrail to walkway (midspan): 

1.2 m 
1.2 m 

Construction details: 

constructed by: people of Gumbum village 
date of construction: mid 1978 
number of men: 15 - 20 
construction time: 1 day (after collecting materials) 
lifespan: 2 years 
method: (see Figures 139 - 143) 

Date of inspection: 17 %arch, 1979 

Additional information: This bridge was washed away in a flood 
in around April, 1981. 

3.3.2 

Name: 

!?iver: 

Location: 

Type: 

Materials: 

Dimensions (estimated): 

total length: 
clear span: 

Sukurum Bridge (Figures 143 - 152) 

Leron 

1% hours walk from Leron Community 
School which is about 20 km up from 
the Highlands Highway, Morobe Province 

suspension with constructed pylons and 
cantilever walkway 

wood, bamboo, vines, cane and stones 

42 m 
38 m 

midspan height above water: 5m 
height of pylons: 10 m and 12 m 

Constructed by: 

Lifespan: 

Dates of inspection: 

Additional information: 

people of Sukurum village (mainly so 
so their children can get to the 
school) 

3 years 

24 June, 1979 and 21 March, 1981 

The bridge was in the process of being 
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rebuilt when visited again in March, 
1981. Everything was completed except 
joining the two cantilever sections of 
the walkway with a slightly sagging 
centre section. 

3.3.3 

Name: 

River: 

Location: 

Type: 

ML:arials: 

Tiaura Bridge (Figures 153 - 156) 

Waria 

Garaina District, Morobe Province, 3 hours 
walk from Garaina station 

suspension 

wood and cane (itigiri in Guhusamani 
language) 

Dimensions: 

length: 
mids>an height: 

33.8 m 
5.5 m 

Construction: 

constructed by: people of Tiaura village 
date of construction: April, 1979 
time: one day after gathering materials 
number of.men: 36 
lifespan: 2 years 

Date of inspection: 21 September, 1980 

3.3.4 

Name : 

River: 

Location: 

Tewa Bridge (Figures 157 - 166) 

Waria 

Biawaria area, Garaina District, Morobe 
Province: 331 hours walk from Kira airstrip 
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Type : 

Materials: 

S~iiX?IX3 ions: 

suspension 

wood and cane 

total length: 58.7 II! 
clear span: 53.0 m 

midspan height above water: 6.0 m 
distance between handrails .9 m 
handrail to deck: 1.6 m 

Construction: 

constructed by: people of Tewa village (especially 
Nonokam, Sisiri, Neupe, Tuavi, Souro, 
Iyania, Senilo, Jewase, Sogao, and 
Same -- see Fig. 166) 

total number of men: 50 

lifespan: 

maintenance: 

cane must be replaced every six months: 

the bridge is constantly maintained 
rather than allowed to fall into ill- 
repair and replaced 

Date of inspection: 4 November, 1980 

3.3.5 

Name -z 

River: 
Location: 

Bakeri Bridge (Figures 167 - 171) 

Waria 
Biawaria area, Garaina District, Morobe 
Province; 9 hours walk from Garaina 
station or 6 hours walk from Kira airstrip 

Type: 

Materials: 

Dimensions: 

total length: 
clear span: 

suspension 

wood and cane 

70.6 m 
54.4 m 

midspan height above water: 7.9 m 
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~~ 
length of north approach: 10.9 m 
height of north approach: 5.6 m 

length of south approach: 5.3 m 
height of south approach: 5.9 m 

distance between handrails: 1.2 m 

maximum load: 12 men 

Construction: 

construsted by: 
number of men: 
mainteralce: 

last new cane: 
date first buil?: 
method: 1: 

people of Bakerj village 
50 
i_;onstantly maintained instead of entirely 
replaced; 
October, 1980 
been on the same spot since World War II 

A thin vine is thrown across the 
river attached to a stick. This 
stick is fished out of the river 
with another long stick. The rar,e 
is then tied to it and pulled back;. 
Cane is then pulled back and for,th 
with a "pulley" system. 
platforms are ccnstructed in the 
trees for men tu sit on when pulling 
the cane tight. Sev-2ral men will pull 
on each strand to get it tight. 

5 November, 1980 

il! 

Date of 

Otner 

inspection: 

information: According to tradition, if the vine thrown 
across the river breaks, there will be a 
death in the :family of the man who threw 
it. 
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biay 0 6 ~lcmJbe Pmu i.lKI! 
sl~ok’ing btidgc 5iRCd. 

GULF 

MOROBE PROVINCE 
SCALE 1 : 2sooooo 

1 Gumbum Bridge 4 Tewa Bridge 
2 Sukurum Bridge 5 Baberi Bridge 
3 Tiaura Bridge 

,Gumbum Bnidge uveh Me. Btiu Rivti. 



GUMBUM BRIDGE 

F.ig. 135 
Viw ofi we&t pylon , Gumbum 
Etidg c . Note a% n&me courtim- 
W&iiJlRn. 

Fig. 736 

Wat py.hn , Gumbum Rnidge.. 
NC&! tlzc hoLdback cab&u ;Lt 
AYE .tup and the abwhmt 2nd 
can,tihvm duign at the 
boLturn. 
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Fig. 139 

Tiicri i:i~ cnil.ti CClY! LL pBe.s 
ntc I.fr,CC? i’l!c’r Gil e P0X~C.k 

C&s5CL~?i, c-5 i:re f.Y~~fPlI 

‘Did CC’LLi~tC’LIL’C iglltcd~lt~iAlf 

s tC”‘c’J *. . 
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Fig, 145 

P~o&i2.e 06 the Suhwrum 
&ridge. 

Fig. 746 

Web2 Pybn, Suhuhun~ 
Bhidgc. 



Fig. 747 

Eaht pyLRan, Suhuhum lhidgc. 
Nate aZhe joiti .in Ahc 
intined nuppoti cab.& OFI 
the. Le@. 

Viau &om undwc the wa.I!h- 
way 6huting .the. Laweh w 
06 -the pyPon ~unotioning 
CM un ubu;bnent, Suhwrwn 
&idg e . 
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Fig, 149 

Anothen view 06 Xhe east 
pylon, Suhwtum Btidge. 

Fig. 150 

Subum Btidge being 
const.ucted in hkvwh, 1981. 
N&e tlze incompltie mid&c 
de&ion. 



~rlhuhum i%i.dge MV-Lr. i&d in 
Mahch, /9bl. 

F.ig. 752 

~a,Pk~uuy undo t co~la.+Jruotion 
incompbte middle. 6 e.ct.iun, 
Sukunwll Stidg e . 

1-- .1- ”  _ 
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Fig. 156 

Ca~ic .DnhlL&zg , Tim'in 
Shidg c . 



Teura lhidge &torn Xhe. aou,tth bank 0 6 XIX Wahia Rive.k. 
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TC.LNL Bt~idgc ,$wm the rzoti!r bud u d the Wti R.ivph. 

_j ~, ._ 
.-- -- m 

r- :- .,.* TEWA BRIDGE : _ -. IL 
y _ .: +r 
-’ .>: 

,-: ,ri! 

Fig, 760 

Z?ktiw o 6 Tauu ZItidge , 



Fig. 161 

Sowth nnchotrage, Tewa 
Bhidge. 

F.ig, 162 

LateJlae cluppoti, b0uz.h 
anchomg e, Twa Btidg cz . 



Fig. 163 

VW 06 wut3u.uay showing .:tanbveuc. dht.b, Twa lhidgcc. 

PM, cane Pmhin~~, Twa Bridge. 
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Fig. 165 
Nom% cq.'pLonc11, 
Btidg e. 

Tc !I tn 

Fig. 166 

hidge buitde.m,, Tewa 
v.iP-e.uge. 



Fig. 767 
Rakehi Bridge, Looking 
6outh oven. .the Wmia 

Fig. 168 

Nohth unchotrqe abd appkoach, 
Bakcxi Wdgc. 

g Notrth anchomge, mobfly u&ng .tucu, 
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Traditional bridge construction has been changing in three 
ways: 1) complete replacement by imported materials and design; 
2) obtaining traditional materials in new whys; and 3) repla.cing 
some traditional materials with imported materials in basically 
traditional constructions. Each of these changes is described here. 

4.1 Complete replacement 

Where motor vehicle roads have replaced walking tracks, 
traditionally constructed bridges have of course been re- 
placed. But also on many walking tracks, traditional 
bridges have been replaced by footbridges using imported 
materials and design. An example is'in Figure 172 and 173 
showing a bridge constructed with wood and vines being :;?;per- 
ceded by a larger bridge using steel cables and concrete 
anchorages. Tl5.s is just below Twmbul station in the 
Western Highlands province (April, 1980). 

Such "imported" bridges, callzd '+:?-re bridges' iii PNG, 

are more costly and require different knowledge to construct 
than traditional bridges, but they are supposed to be more 
durable. However, when Papua New Guinea's might rivers 
flood, they can take wire as well as traditional bridges. 
An example is the Fly River below Olsobip. In 1978 the 
go'$ernment built a costly wire bridge to replace the tradi- 
tional bridge. The bridge described in Section 3.2.1 was 
built in October 1979 after the wire bridge built by t-he 
government was washed away. There were no funds or mat$?rials 
for a new wire bridge, so a traditional one was built <once 

again. 

Wire bridges are also supposed to be easier to maintain, 
but the remnants of the bridge over the Sepik (Section 3.2.5) 
illustrate that the wire bridge may not have been appropriate 
because it could not. be maintained properly. 
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4.2 New ways of obtaining traditional materials __ --_ .- .~----- -~ I-- 

With money and new forms of transportation, Ix-oL~-l~~ tl."*i~ 

new ways of getting hold of traditional materials tl1.t; r>iny 

want ,to use for bridge construction. Two examples hr7v+ t-~~cn 

given earlier. Rather than go far into the hush to firIf 

cane, the builders of the Sau River Bridge (Section 3.1.5) 

purchased it from Canother village. And the builders of 

the Kopeme Bridge (Section 3.1.4) brought their cane uL) 

from the Markham Valley by truck. 

4.3 PJew materials in traditional constructions __- 

If imported materials such as wire, Steele C~I~II-sl or 
nylon rope are available, they are oftlxn used to rr_pn i 1. c-rr 
reinforce traditional bridqes. The i<,II,,>l~zqpgJ RI-i.tlqc (S-ct i 01~ 

3.1.2) uses wire for holdback cables a:: sc:en j.n the IO!-) riqll: 
of Figure 174). The PuLumita Bridge (Section 3.1.1 ) ;I Lso 
uses some wire as spanning cables. The Ambum Rridqr l)r,Jcw 
Wabag High School in the Enqa Province (Figure 175) CIY~-C .l 

few bits of wire for suspenders and lashing. The S;ll<r* 
Bridge, a 45 metre suspension bridge over the Waria lf’iqur,’ 

176 and 177) uses wire along with cane for spannjnq nrl,l 

support cables. Finally, the Ambui. n!-idqc over ~.l!r\ T,,li r! i:..,‘~ 

near Pornpabus Mission (Figures 178 ana1 17?) Fls r~lpL;~r-mrl 

vines with red nylon ropr for suspendtcl cables;. 

Fr)r the pu:'~st, thcsr- foreiqn in! t.ur:ions i.llta t ,;1,1i 

tional tochnolog~, arc an eyesore, but for t I!(-. i+-o )I" I II%- iirrr 

the technology, they arr an improvemcllt. pprl3;lf s: i ‘,i 

compromise is thl\ future of tradition.? 1 tf\chn(',lorj:; i I) 

Papua New Guinea. 



Fig. 173 

Conc;&e abuRmm.t and 
t&xl dpanning cablti 6olr 
a ne.w “w.i~~e bhidge” 20 
&qxstzcede Xhe SradLtiovLaR 
one below lnem Tambul, 
k!e&mn Highlamh J . 



Fig. 174 
WLJL~ used go& holdbach. 
CabRu (uppers high4 dot 
athe anchomge 06 Ka~okme. 
Btige, SoLLthmn tL&h.landd. 

$ 
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Whe Lt LLcled ,joh addidond 
spanning cabk.5, Sake Btidge, 

I Olahia Riweh, Mokobe Prrouince. 

Fig. 177 

IiLte used 604 spanning cable 
@.&ened Xo -the anchomge 
alonggnide Xhe tiditiona.t 
cam, Sabo &idge, E4otobc 
Pxovince. 
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Ny.ton kope tied ah nuhpatdcd cabLen elrpeci&!y, midbpan, Ambti btidge, 
OVWL the Lai Rivu~ I”~NL Pompabw MLuion, Wapenatnar~da, Enga P/zovi;we. 

Fig. 179 

Nylon mope wed don nunpended 
cab&u, Ambti Bhidge, hi R..iveh, 
Evrga Pnovhx. 
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Appendix Bridge Components ..---. ~~ --_-~~ ~. ._I_____ 

Here is a list of the terms used to describe the traditional bridges 

of Papua New Guinea in this report: (see Figures 134 and 160) 

walkway -- (also called gangway or deck) the part of the 
bridge spanning the river on which people walk. 

handrails -- the two spanning members above the walkway which 
bridge users can hold for balance as they cross or which 
sometimes support the walkway. 

abutment -- Cor pier) structure on the bank which supports or 
carries the weight of the part of the bridge which extends 
over the water. 

cantilever -- beam of a bridge which projects over the water 
supported at one end by an abutment (which acts as a 
fulcrum) and counterbalanced behind the abutment by weights 
such as logs or stones. 

anchorage -- structure to which spanning cables for a suspension 
bridge are fastened. 

spanning cable -- thick rope of steel or some natural material 
which goes from one side of the river to the other in a 
suspension bridge. 

pylon (or tower) -- tall structure of a suspension bridge of 
which the upper part supports the spanning cables and the 
lower part acts as an abutment for the walkway. 

holdback cable -- a cable which pulls on the pylon from the 
direction opposite to that of the spanning cable. 

suspenders -- vertical, thinner cables connecting the walkway 
to the spanning cables or handrails. 

inclined suspenders (or suspended cables) -- cables to give 
extra support or stabilization suspended at an angle from 
a pylon or tree. 

-roach -- part leading up to the bridge enabling people to 
reach the walkway. 
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